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Magazine Fantasy Science Fiction August
The fight against interstellar bigotry requires interstellar questions. In this post, Stef Magister shares 11 questions writers should ask to make their worldbuilding persuasive, immersive, and ...

Politics and World-Building in Science Fiction and Fantasy
A Room of One's Own livestream, with sci-fi authors discussing their work with moderator DongWon Song, on YouTube or Facebook. Free. Click through for link.

ONLINE: Charlie Jane Anders, P. Djeli Clark, Fonda Lee
This week, we’re excited to reveal the winner of the 2020 Writer’s Digest Poetry Awards, Your Story column entrance deadline, and more!

WD Presents: 2020 Writer's Digest Poetry Awards Winner and More!
There were 812 attending members from 27 countries, up slightly from 2020’s online event, which had 808 members from 33 ...

2021 SFWA Nebula Conference Report
IT BEGINS IN the way the 2020s could end: with a climate change-driven heat wave that kills 20 million people in India. Kim Stanley Robinson’s work of science fiction is heavy on the science and light ...

Persevering Despite the Profound Depth of the Climate Crisis
Lucky for you, we handpicked some of the most interesting science fiction movies filled with twists and turns ... If you’re a romantic at heart, then you have to watch About Time. This sci-fi fantasy ...

7 Science Fiction Movies on Netflix to Watch This Summer
Toronto-based storytelling platform Wattpad announced submissions for its 12th annual Watty Awards have opened — and that the eventual grand prize winner will receive a book deal with the company's ...

Wattpad opens submissions for 2021 Watty Awards
After the book was dismissed by Soviet censorship, independent translators took a great risk spreading Tolkien’s fiction in the Soviet Union.

Why bringing ‘The Lord of the Rings’ to the USSR was a quest akin to a fiction tale
In Wong Kar Wai's movies, nostalgia is the characters’ constant state. In 2046, a sense of imminent loss gives the director's vision an edge of defiance.

Borrowed Time
You can send news, tips, and suggestions to locus@locusmag.com. If you see problems or bugs on the site, please let us know and include the URL and also which browser ...

New Books: 15 June 20210
a respected science fiction author, took a page from the Hawkeye Initiative and its parent meme, and applied the meme’s critique of ridiculously objectified female poses to sci-fi and fantasy ...

SFWA sexism rocks the science-fiction blogosphere
The third panel for Black Writers Week, featuring Steven Barnes, Dr. John Jennings, Ytasha Womack and moderator Tananarive Due.

The Evolution of Afrofuturism: Black Power, Black Love, Black Superheroes and Magic
"BookTok" has sent old books back to the top of bestseller lists and helped launch the careers of new authors. Videos with the BookTok hashtag have been viewed a collective 12.6 billion times.

TikTok is taking the book industry by storm, and retailers are taking notice
A new harrowing account of what happened to 'Isabel Fall' and the backlash following the publication of the story 'I Sexually Identify as an Attack Helicopter.' ...

Devastating Report on the Backlash to a Trans Writer’s Story Shows That Mob Rule Has Consequences
Regional public organization 'Union of Science Fiction Literature and Cinema Authors', literary magazine 'Russian Bell' (Chief Editor – Maksim Zamshev), literary magazine "Traditions & Avant ...

The 2nd Large International Literary Online Project run by the International Union of Writers has come to an end
During his five-decade career, King has published over 60 novels and 200 short stories that mostly fall into or combine the genres of horror, suspense and science fiction and fantasy. His 2000 ...

Stephen King’s Daily Routine Involves Four Hours of Writing and a Nap in the Afternoon
Bradbury’s notable books include the story collection “The Martian Chronicles” and the novel “Fahrenheit 451.” Earlier this month, my wife and I visited the American Writers Museum in Chicago where a ...

New Chicago exhibit honors late, great sci-fi author Ray Bradbury
Tomorrow sees Koch Media's first-ever Koch Primetime livestream, and while many were expecting a big announcement from Deep Silver (though they have since ...

Koch Media Announces New Publishing Label Prime Matter
The most neglected part of the house is also the place where dreams and obsessions come true, from garage bands to murders. But building underground today has a whole new ecological meaning.

Virtual influencers: how digital popstars conquered social media
I recently read an entertaining new science-fiction novel called “Project Hail ... s involvement in a plot against Trump were “pure fantasy.” ...
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